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If the Yuehai Sect does not come out to fight, there is no way for the people of the Moving

Mountain Sect to all fight their way in. After all, Yuehai Sect is easy to defend and

difficult to attack, how many strong people have suffered defeat in front of each other in

the past and present ......

After arguing for another half a quarter of an hour, Thousand Sunsets then

said with a smile, "Listen to the discussion of all the senior brothers. I can feel that each

one has each one's meaning, but then, the fight for the great power seems to be the

loudest, so ah. It is the most mainstream to follow the great trend. Never act against the
heavens, ah."

Hearing these words, Yue Wu Dao bowed his head and laughed, even
almost bursting out laughing. He listened to the people in here arguing, and wasn't the
loudest one holding on to their roots before fighting for the so-called great power, but
then, the duo of Thousand Sunsets and Tomb-moving were like they came with their own

filtering system, unable to hear these words.

The moment these words came out, the whole room fell silent, and
countless people looked at Qian Sunset with ugly faces, all waiting for Qian Sunset's
explanation.

Thousands of sunsets steeped tea very seriously, looked at the eyes of the

crowd and said patiently word by word: "Everyone, the Thousand Sects guard many sects,
but if the Thousand Sects themselves can't guard themselves, then how should the Martial

Union stand on its own? It's not that the Thousand Clans don't want to set their sights on
Jun Wu Ren Lin Hao, but it's hard to take care of both sides now that we're in the midst



of a major disaster! But the Patriarch said that although the focus will be on the matter of

the Eastern Ying Ancient Prison, but what about the fact that guarding many sects is the

purpose of the establishment of the Thousand Clans, and we will send two Ascended

Sovereign Grand Masters out to guard everyone!"

Listening to the words of the Thousand Sunset, countless people's faces
turned bitter, and again, people wanted to leave the scene in anger, only at the end, their
faces looked better, after all, according to? The only thing that made their faces look

better was that, after all, according to? The first time I saw a man, I had to go to the

hospital.

If there hadn't been an incident involving the extermination of the Baba

Sect, it wouldn't have mattered if it had been emptied, after all, everyone had emptied it,
so there was nothing to fear ......

The actual fact is that you'll be able to keep some strong people to guard

your foundation.

The last sentence did not have much of a pacifying effect, although they

sent out two innate sect master great success, but this will not have much effect, they had
wanted to leave some of their own strong people on the surface to come, but the thousand
clan does not seem to agree, and the thousand sunset words, there is no room for

maneuvering.

Instantly countless small sects screamed in agony ......



The Martial Union's resolution was so done, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret

were docking messages and chatting as if they were still in full swing, completely

unaware of what was happening here ......

But just because Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret don't know, doesn't mean that

Dragon Gate doesn't know.

The assembly and movements of the Martial Union are all under the
monitoring of the Dragon Sect, and at this moment several of the lords of the Dragon Sect,
after receiving information briefly, are once again gathered together.

The four great guardians, plus the eight great war gods.

The dimly lit basement was as damp and dark as it could be.

But to them, it was as cool as could be.

Behind Yuan Wu at the head stood two War Gods, and like the other town

guards, there were also two War Gods standing behind them.

In the field, if Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren were in, or the Wings of Steel were

in, Shake could clearly feel the addition of two powerful auras, two more innate

patriarchs had advanced ......



Yuan Wu looked at Yang Hu the corners of his eyes icy cold, Yuan Wu as if

he did not see Yuan Wu's demeanor, still closed his eyes to cultivate his body. The two
war gods behind him, one stood over towards Yuan Wu's side and one stood straight, as
sturdy as a war god.

Taotie scanned Yang Hu indifferently, not saying a word, his eyes clear,
unable to see anything different.

Chapter 1612

Qin Long had a gloomy face, three Grand Masters in an instant!

When Yuan Wu advanced, he didn't really have much change in his heart,
after all, Yuan Wu was forced to do nothing, but then?

Now in the blink of an eye, Yang Hu and Taotie had also advanced, and he?
The words of the Wings of Steel, now ringing in his ears again, he was the weakest, really
was a prophecy, huh, I Qin Long has become the weakest existence, haha, ridiculous ah
ridiculous ......

The four people who are looking at the four people, he now does not know

who to believe in, Qin Long raised his head to make a look at the sky, the crowd of four

war gods have of look over, eyes slightly fluctuate.

Taotie did not care about this ......



The eyes of the crowd are surging, and all four of them are observing each

other.

The four of them are all observing each other. Yuan Wu coughed to break

such a strange atmosphere: "The news from the group of thousands of clans involved,
their ultimate goal is still placed in the ancient prison, and the Martial Union occupies a

location we can already accurately position, far away from us and the Daoist Sect, I'm
afraid this is intentional, just to not cross paths with us too much when the time comes!"

Taotie coldly snorted: "Thousand clans are the most hypocritical existence

within all clans! Thousand Bu Qun is even more? Ai Ai Wu Lu Pao Lu Ai? He is a

representative of hypocrites! I'm afraid that after you advanced to Grand Master, you also

advanced to Grand Master!"

Qin Long laughed, "Funny! Let's not talk about Qian Bu Qun hypocrites or

not, we are not sitting here to discuss any hypocrites, but to discuss countermeasures!
Now that Ten Thousand News has returned and the general trend is on, those of us who
are here have many problems to face! But the most important question is still the same,
the end of the age, where do we go from here! Or rather not us, but how do we house

those of us who are here!"

Yang Hu, who was sullen and silent, raised his eyebrows at Qin Long and

said, "Qin Long, whether or not the times are at an end is not a matter of the so-called
great trend! Time is a matter of time, a matter of history! Not a matter of being in the

times we are! You should not be so confused and confuse the two!"

Qin Long was instantly a little annoyed, but Taotie was the one who even

advised, "Qin Long, Yang Hu you two should stop arguing over this issue! As you said

yourself, we need to solve the problems of the present, not discuss whether the times are



the times or not! As for the word era, you have only happened to glance at it among the

ancient texts, whether it is true or not, that is left for time and history to tell, not for us,
a group of people at this point in time, to tell!"

Yuan Wu banged the arm of his chair with a thud as he looked at the crowd.
One could clearly feel that Yang Hu was very disagreeable and had great mood swings in
the face of the times.

The problem of the times.

The End Times, the High Martial Age, the technological civilisation.

Today it was at the end of the High Martial Age and the beginning of the
technological civilisation. A mood swing like Yuan Wu, before Yuan Wu is mourning,
although there is not much to show, but all can feel Yang Hu in order to avoid these

problems drilling martial arts, drilling their martial arts to the top two among the four

people exist, and this top two does not include the big brother back then Qin Long ......

"This issue is not currently negotiated! Besides, who would know if there

are qualifications to discuss? The Great War didn't end completely forty years ago, and
now all of M's schemes have been broken! In fact, they didn't break it for us, but Lin Hao

and Jun Wuhuai did! Or rather it wasn't that they broke it for us, but that they were the

first to enter it, to enter a higher level, to show those present that it was possible to exist

safely in that circle of strength at a higher level, that it wasn't life-threatening!" Yuan
Wu's low, mellow voice said.
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The crowd was silent, Yuanwu's words explained their concerns about breaking through

to the Grand Master, which was not done? Close zero earthly meaning love zero closed?
Law, a lie that one person believes is a lie is a rumour, but a rumour that all people

believe, that is a true existence.

Now that someone has broken it, then all the others dare to break it in

droves.

"We are gathered here, that is to solve the problem! The Hegemony Blade

Sect that Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren have allowed to scatter to the ends of the earth, that's
because the people of the martial dao world are too deeply tainted with the world, and
over the years, countless sects have entered the world."

When Yuan Wu said this, he suddenly paused. For he had awakened the

dreamer with a single word, the entry of countless sects into the world was speaking of a

sign, and what kind of sign was it, that they times!

The times are great, the times are irreversible!

At the time of the end of the age, countless saints came out of the

mountains to shine their last light, those saints were all able to defy the heavens, but what
happened? But they could not resist the coming of the age, so they emerged to shine their

last light and finally sank into the river of history. It seems to be very similar to the end of

the era, countless hidden in the depths of the mountains of the strong have come out,
have advanced, have begun to fight, bloom their own light ......



The two words "era" seem to be now extremely clear inside Yuan Wu's
sight.

Yes, the times! The irreversible also exists.

And the reason why Qin Long's talent had regressed and his strength had

become weaker, was it because he had discovered this early on and had become

depressed?

Yuan Wu shook his head and did not continue to think further, but said,
"After they entered the world, they used their strong power to wantonly break the rules,
and their hands were stained with countless blood, and the other sectors jointly

denounced it, only before we all intentionally turned a blind eye, but now that the

problem is out in the open, I don't think you all can afford to turn a blind eye on it. "

Taotie smiled lightly and said helplessly, "Over the years I have been
tracking the traces of several old and undead, and I have overlooked the problems of

some small shrimps. Brother Wu, I deeply apologise to you."

Yuan Wu waved his hand and looked towards Qin Long and Yang Hu, who
was once again silent and did not make a sound, as if he was not interested in this issue,
at all.

Qin Long looked at Yang Hu's attitude, instantly a bit up, but under Yuan
Wu's eyes gesture, can only grit his teeth and swallow his anger, "Since Lin Hao and Jun

Wu Regret hit the head, then we take the opportunity to clear the investigation, after all,



these people are not a good stubble, if we do not care, may not be what kind of problems

will arise ......"

At these words, Yang Hu snapped open his eyes, and Taotie was also

instantly moved.

The solution is to be solved, but using the name of Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren

to do so, that will not do.

Yang Hu said: ''The solution is to solve the problem! But no one can

trample on the rules! The people of the martial arts world have trampled on the rules and

should be punished, but what about Lin Hao and Jun Wuhuai? What purpose did they

have in dispatching the Bastard Blade Sect?"

Taotie smiled and followed the crowd in silence, not waiting for Yuan Wu

to speak, Taotie said lightly, "Yes, who do they represent? Who gave them the mission to

dispatch the Hegemony Sword Sect?"

At these words, even Qin Long nodded slightly, who did Lin Hao and Jun

Wu Ren both represent?

Who had given them the authority to dispatch the Bastard Sword Sect?
That was a force under the jurisdiction of the Dragon Sect ......



The first one is the one who only knows how to practice martial arts and
wants to break through the limits; the other one is the one who traces the old antiques all

day long, saying that it is suppression, but in fact it is not that he wants to seek something

from the old antiques, as to what it is, Yuan Wu does not know; there is also a Qin Long,
this person is indifferent, after the great war forty years ago, it seems like a picture of

sorrow is greater than death, pursuing very little ......
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But now they have jumped out, what is the purpose?

Yuan Wu didn't care, but there were some things that he had done his best

for his whole life, and he wasn't going to play for a group of people who 'ate dry rice' and
didn't do real work. Yuan Wu snorted coldly, "And now the Dragon Sect is in decline. The
battle on the high seas was watched by the whole world, and the power that emerged that

day has surpassed our top strength in China, I think you all should know something about

it."

Yang Hu grunted and stared at Yuan Wu, "Those are two different things!"

"Yes. Besides, it was Lin Hao who started the trouble in the battle on the

high seas. If he hadn't tried to save his wife, where would the scene of that day have

erupted, and, if he hadn't openly provoked the authority of the Western World, I'm afraid

the Ancient Prison incident wouldn't have been brought forward! And the time involved

would have left us with plenty of time to prepare, I'm afraid." Taotie concurred, that day
the deep mountains rioted again, the old timers he had been talking to were almost done

with turned against him, Taotie was upset, twenty to thirty years of seeking day and night,
it was hard to find a breakthrough, but what? Lin Hao repeatedly let the other side

bottom out and recoil, and now is not willing to look at him, Taotie as the town guard, to
be honest, the heart is also a little upset ......



The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting
into. I'm afraid all of you doing this would never have dared to break through, right? Of

course this is the icing on the cake for me, for all of you I'm afraid it's not."

"Yuanwu! What did you say!" Yang Hu's body shook violently and he

roared low.

Taotie also wore a fierce look on his brow.

Qin Long saw this situation, also frowned, thought this Yuan Wu really

dare to say anything, it is no wonder, he has been doing his best for so many years as one

day, now look at this kind of Dragon Sect, inevitably heart some upset, just some words

can not be so blatantly said, this if the word out, may be some villain borrowed, then
backfire Dragon Sect can not be good, Dragon Sect internal conflict is? The internal

conflict of the Dragon Sect is? Internal conflicts, but by outsiders borrowed, that is
another matter, and now the ancient prison incident fermented again, this time out of

irreconcilable conflicts, that really is snowballing ......

Yuan Wu glanced at Yang Hu, his gaze swept sharply, the next moment,
with a gentle smile, Yang Hu is also slowly look stable, the whole person a look as if

nothing had just happened, but a clear cold hum.

Yuan Wu spoke once again, "The ultimate purpose of the Battle of the High

Seas! It was to open the way to the glory of the Grand Masters, but equally, to open a new
path for many sects! In the past, the Dragon Sect could suppress the martial world

because the martial world was afraid of many things! Fear of not being able to survive!
But what about it? There is an old Chinese saying that dogs jump to the wall in a hurry,



nowadays their survival situation is extremely bad, except for a few super powerful sects,
the others are even forced to show themselves!

"Take for example: the Ringed Blade Sect, the Eagle Claw Sect, etc., were
discovered by a group of hiking donkeys. But this group of people found each other

offended each other still do not feel embarrassed, and even a big momentum declared,
resulting in each other's hidden existence was exposed, and even some people, coveting
the treasures of the place, played all kinds of thoughts! Such an incident, especially in the

current state of technology when...technology developed, they want to hide, want to
conceal, extremely difficult, so some people came out of it.
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"However, after they walked out and found that they were previously weak and useless in

the sect, but when they arrived in the world, they found that they were simply immortals

coming down from the mountain and could do anything, so they used their means to

scavenge money ...... Such incidents, I'm sure, are piling up on your desks.

"My ultimate purpose in saying all this is to tell you! You yourselves do not

go about fulfilling your duties, and when someone performs them instead of us, you have

to question each other, may I ask, what kind of purpose do you have!"

At the end of the sentence, Yuan Wu's voice snapped, sending a shock

through the whole body of several people, especially Qin Long, he was not much involved

in this quarrel, but the fact that Yuan Wu was so angry also made his heart shake.

And it was obvious to Qin Long that ? Serving Yi closed closed Yi grasped

Ai er? The eight great war gods had their breath surging at this moment, leaning over

towards Yuan Wu.



It was the one supporter behind Yang Hu who also shifted his feet slightly.

The four town guards have a lofty status, but the eight great war gods also
have a special status.

Yang Hu's eyes were cold as he stared at Yuan Wu: ''This has nothing to do
with Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren! There have been so many big events in recent years that

we can't spare our time!What we are discussing here today is not an old matter, but what
qualifies Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret to do such an outrageous thing! Did they bully

others with their power? Or is it that they have become lawless?"

Taotie was about to open his mouth, but when Qin Long glared at him,
Taotie snapped his mouth shut and thanked Qin Long.

It was only at this time that Taotie reacted to the fact that the two of them
had been blaspheming for a long time in pursuit of certain things. But before Yuan Wu

and Qin Long are turning a blind eye, of course, Qin Long has said hello to him a few

times, Taotie all to deep mountain movements need him to monitor and put off, and then

he looked at Yang Hu gods and dragons, so also do not take it to heart, but now Yuan Wu

mentioned it, plus Qin Long's point of view, so the Taotie suddenly awakened, as Yang
Hu himself said ......

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a
good deal on the subject. And who are they to accuse Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret here

and now?



Taotie was secretly thankful that Qin Long had mentioned it.

The next moment, Yuan Wu stood up violently, ''Yang Hu! Could it be that

you have forgotten who gave you your profession? And could it be that you think that the

Dragon Sect is your power? Or have you forgotten that where you founded the Dragon

Sect, you have forgotten all the declarations that you swore to the oath flag!"

In an instant, all eight great war gods stood erect, heads held high and

gazes pious.

Yuan Wu did not wait for Yang Hu to say any more, but stared at him,
"Dragon Gate! Not being the Dragon Gate of all of you! The Dragon Gate is the Dragon

Gate that belongs to the people! The Dragon Gate of the four guardians, the Dragon Gate

that guards the four directions! If the Dragon Sect cannot even do this basic thing, how
can they claim to be the Dragon Sect?"

Yuan Wu chided, lecturing towards the War God who was still standing

behind Yang Hu, "What is your mission? Is it to be a minion? Or to be what? Your

mission is to guard the people's right to live! Not to be a lackey at the beck and call of any
man! Now you have forgotten your mission, and since that is the case, the position of

town guard should not be occupied, leave it to those with conviction and ability!

"Iron Wings T4000 how much information you learn from his mouth and

reveal out, how many steps down in rank you will take yourself! The mission the people

gave you you have forgotten, and if you weren't so strong again, do you know what you

would have been reduced to? And of course, because you have such strength, you seem

all the more pathetic, you know?"



Chapter 1616

That war god was reprimanded with a red face, after Yuan Wu finished speaking, his
entire face was incomparably pale, his pupils were lax, as if he had lost his life, and for a

time he actually did not know how to do well ......

His gaze was incomparably hollow, lost the strongest faith, inside his head
has been repeatedly interspersed with the lessons of Yuan Wu, then violently body

collapsed, directly paralyzed on the ground.

Yang Hu was incomparably annoyed and was about to speak up when Yuan
Wu said once again, "Yang Hu, you have merit! Your merits cannot be erased! But don't
forget what your mission is! I know that you want to become stronger in order to better

guard, but you must remember that when you were not strong, you too were once

guarded by people who, were not given the power to guard us, but only because, in their

hearts, they had a strong sense of nationhood!

"But now, in the midst of what I feel! You have abandoned all that!

"As for harsher words, I will not say them, after all, there are many things

that, when spoken again, really tear the skin off!"

Yuan Wu's words ended here, Yang Hu also snapped out of it in a flash, he
swallowed his saliva, unconsciously took a few steps back, then tripped over a chair and

sat down on it, Yuan Wu's words were simply murderous and heartbreaking, only at this
moment did he know why the war god who followed him looked routed and his whole
essence became so weak, it turned out to be so ......



The words of Yuan Wu are too murderous and heartbreaking.

And this group of war gods, all possessing iron-like faith, when Yuan Wu

collapsed his faith, their entire being would be revolted.

But Yang Hu was also a God of War, and when he was spoken to in this way
by Yuan Wu, he was at first angry, and after he calmed down, he was shaken with rage.

"Yuanwu, don't speak too harshly! You may have anger in your heart, but
you know in your heart what I do! As for the trumped up charges you want to put on my

head, I don't accept them! Hmph!" Yang Hu? Shut up and dye er zero steak groundwood?
With a grunt, he continued, "I still say that, what we are discussing today is the Lin Hao

and Jun Wu Regret Bastard Sword Sect incident, as well as how to deal with and regulate

the problems that may occur next."

Qin Long saw that Yang Hu had returned to the kind of posture he had had
for decades, and only then did he look serious.

Taotie also looked over towards Yuan Wu, who was still the same Yuan Wu,
directly shocking Yang Hu, who had been out of the world for many years, and he also

put away the rest of his thoughts and began to join in the discussion.

Seeing that everyone had become serious, Yuan Wu then took a breath and

sat down heavily on his chair, what did this mean, it meant that in the hearts of these

people, what mattered the most, they all had it in their hearts.



"Since everyone is starting to take it seriously, let's get straight to the

essence of the matter! In Tianhai, the Hegemony Blade Sect, with the help of Qian Mu's
strength in the secular world, madly amassed money and directly created a super group,
the market value of this group in just is few months, directly exceeded a hundred billion!
And for such an incident, no one had reported it!Which department is responsible for this

dereliction of duty? Please ask that person in charge, after this discussion is over, to come

forward and take the blame!" Yuan Wu said as he flipped open a document pouch and

looked at the information on it.

After Yuan Wu finished speaking, Qin Long picked up the conversation,
"The people in charge of these matters are all written down in my backup, no matter how

they stonewall, they will no longer be able to get away safely, Yuan Wu, you continue

on."

Yuan Wu nodded, in the past, he and Qin Long had always taken the lead

in these incidents, he raised the problems and Qin Long proposed the solutions, today was
the same, Yuan Wu put down a file bag, picked up another one, then looked at the several
great gods around him and spoke heavily, "Now that this matter has been mentioned!
Then it will definitely need to be resolved! The Martial Alliance is holding a gathering of

the elite, and in this gathering there are many clans that have planted their forces in the

world, so you Gods of War, what you need to do this time is to purge these corrupt clans!
Remember, it is better to kill a thousand wrongs than to spare one! This group of them,
the remnants of the old days, do not listen to the arrangement and want to break the law

with their bodies, then let them fall under the law! No one under heaven can ignore the

king's law!"
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The Seven Great Gods instantly shouted, "Receive orders!"



Qin Long nodded his head and instructed at Yuan Wu's words, "Make

separate arrangements for the Dao Sect, never blindly clear out the Dao Sect tradition as

one of the powers along with it!"

Yuan Wu immediately glanced at Qin Long and agreed, "The Daoist Sect's
forces are counted separately. The Daoist tradition has always had an entry into the world,
and their forces have all been established to operate legally. The ones you want to clear

are not legal."

"Yes!"

One for each of the two, Taotie and Yang Hu just listened, reminding them

of a few things every now and then.

After the subsequent events arising from the Battling Sword Sect were
resolved, Yuan Wu said to the crowd, "The Battling Sword Sect incident is over, but the
matter of the Ancient Prison is not over, and there are also the problems within the

Dragon Sect that are not over either, of course all these issues have to be taken one step at

a time, but then, before we resolve these matters, I would like to say something, and that

is for Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren. How should we treat them?"

At these words, Qin Long's eyelids jumped and he looked over towards

Yang Hu.

He knew clearly how terrifying Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret's strength was.
After all, at this moment, he himself touched the threshold of a Grand Master.



When Yang Hu smiled, he also immediately pondered, targeting Lin Hao

and Jun Wu Regret, his aim was simple, because these two were too strong, so strong that
he had to use the entire Dragon Sect to deal with them in order to defeat the duo, but
what? Even if he wanted to do so, would the Dragon Sect agree?

I don't think so ......

Yuan Wu definitely wouldn't agree, and neither would Qin Long! After all,
Qin Long and Yuan Wu both started out to defend the whole of China ......

Taotie looked at the three men and said indifferently, "In my opinion, as
long as the two of them don't do anything out of the ordinary, there is absolutely no need
for us to care too much about them, after all, this person, Jun Wuhui, has his heart set on
Huaxia. Lin Hao, it seems that he hasn't done anything bad to China either, so instead of

talking about useless things here, why not just ignore them for now."

Taotie didn't put too much thought into these two people, after all, he had
done a lot of things himself over the years,? Yi Di Fu Shan Serving Yi Shan Dyeing? He

did not believe that Jun Wu Regret did not know. And Jun Wu Regret is now stronger

than Lin Hao, is the first strongest person in China is not too much ......

And no one can question Jun Wu Regret's loyalty to the nation!

Yuan Wu saw Taotie's words come out, the other people were nodding, and
Yang Hu was not speaking, Yuan Wu was not good at getting angry again, he could only



withdraw his voice, he had wanted to take the opportunity to play the issue again, and he
was even ready to invite Lin Hao to join the Dragon Sect along with Jun Wu Regret, but
now it seems that he is afraid that there is no chance ......

With his familiarity of having fought alongside Lin Hao, he could feel that

Lin Hao would not submit to people, especially this group that was even weaker than

him.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting
into. Dragon Gate within the now for his sense of rejection are out, but unfortunately
think about it, people also sent the Iron Wings T4000 into their research institute, this
regardless of the ability of the past, why some of the people present today can not do

it ......

But when Yuan Wu thinks about it, it is also true that today they are all

what kind of status, even if they do something wrong, how many of them are willing to

take responsibility? It's not that they don't make mistakes, but because they flip flop and

have a relative right to pardon, why would they? That is because the Dragon Sect was

founded by them, and the four of them, with their corresponding terrifying

decision-making power, have led to no one being able to shake their position, let alone
just making a small mistake.

Chapter 1618

If he hadn't taken the national righteousness to suppress Yang Hu, I'm afraid Yang Hu and

Taotie would have reached some kind of consensus. I also think that after I took out the

national righteousness to suppress, Taotie instantly changed his mind, and Yang Hu also

woke up and stopped targeting, not being obsessed, and in such a situation, Yuan Wu

could hardly make trouble again.



The first time I saw him, I was able to get to the bottom of it. The
company's main goal is to make sure that the company is able to meet the needs of its

customers. The principle of the issue above Yang Hu does not make mistakes, some small

problems, they can simply ignore ......

Yuan Wu sighed, sitting on the chair, gripping the armrest, listening to the

discussion of the crowd, not talking, no longer express their own Jane insights ......

The time passed by minute by minute.

Inside the Martial Union's Thousand Clans.

Thousand River and Thousand Sea listened to the orders of the alliance
master and answered down rather helplessly.

Thousand River asked to the Alliance Master, "Alliance Master, although
my brothers and I have only just entered the Grand Master, we are not too weak, is it too
condescending to send us out like this to protect a group of clans that have little
strength?"

Qian Hai also nodded, "Yes, yes, Allied Master, I feel that there is no need

for either of them, after all, this group of people. We have records of the things they have

gone out to do privately over the years, so why should we ruin the thousand-year plan of

the Thousand Clans just for them?"



Thousand clan alliance master Qian Xing Chen looked at the two, these two
people are the Thousand clan's elder level position, recently along with the great flow,
together with the promotion of the grand master, originally the previous arrangement

was to go forward together to the eastern Japan, but now because of the martial arts

world caused by the accident, the two of them can not follow to go, inevitably some

resentment in the heart ......

As for where this resentment lies, Qian Xingchen naturally knows it in his

heart, now under the great situation, although he does not want to go forward again.
Think about the previous battle of the high seas, that battle of the heavens and earth,
when countless people crossed the Qi to the west to allow Lin Haojun without regret to
advance to the Grand Master against the battle. Finally Yuanwu Zhenwei also then

advanced, and ultimately under the help of Yuanwu's, Lin Hao was able to survive ......

A thousand stars had previously doubted this information he had learned,
but under the conversation of countless alliance masters, they all ended up thinking so as

well. After all, the strongest person in China must be at the Dragon Gate, it can't be
outside the Dragon Gate. If it really is outside the Dragon Gate, then what is the meaning

of the Dragon Gate's existence?

Is it just to deceive them? That couldn't be either. If it was just to hold

them down and deceive them into not being able to advance to Grand Master, then there

was absolutely no need for that. After all, back in nearly a thousand years, no one had

dared to advance to Grand Master. As for why, Qian Xingchen didn't know, anyway,
when he searched inside the internal clan books of the Thousand Clans, all he found was

just a few words, what era, what end of the age, what ascension, all these things were
messy and difficult to understand directly.

And Thousand Star has also read other clan's clan books and found that the
records inside other clans are similar ......



"The existence and origin of our Thousand Clans is because of their

embrace, now that they are in trouble, if we all don't help solve it, then won't our
Thousand Clans forget the ancestral heritage? Thousand Seas and Thousand Rivers,
asking you all to help them is actually to guard even more the meaning of the Thousand
Clans' existence and the Thousand Clans' irreplaceable status!

"Think about it, once there is turmoil in the East, what if there are some

small alliances that take advantage of the opportunity to try to take our place? How

should we, the Thousand Clans, respond? Have the Ascended Masters within the clan

suppress it? But the two of you should also know that every clan has its own secrets

within the clan, never think that they are strong enough for us, the Thousand Clans, to
find them all. So yeah, leaving you two behind is to appease them and also to monitor

them. Before we were not good enough to make this decision, after all, we were afraid
that they would not agree, but now, they are looking for help, isn't it just right?"
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Qian Xingchen looked at the two? Dye West Yi flick love love flick love? said seriously.

This big paragraph down, a thousand sea and a thousand river listening to

also is seriously thinking for a long time, before fiercely open wide eyes.

"Patriarch, you are simply too far-sighted! It's the two of us who are

looking too shallowly! The words just now were presumptuous." Qian He said

apologetically, all of a sudden admiring his Sovereign even more.



Qian Xingchen smiled faintly and did not take it too seriously, but waved
his hand, signaling the two to leave.

After Thousand River and Thousand Sea went out, Thousand Sunset, who
had been standing behind the screen, then came out.

Looking at their distant backs, Qian Sunset looked at Qian Xingchen with

great confusion.

Just now his own father said something, he felt how different from what he

heard before, after he came back from the gathering, father is not so to say to himself, just
simply is directly instructed to let them two stay, said is too weak, the tone together in the
past, it is better to stay ......

But just now ......

Qian Xingchen looked at his son's puzzled look, stood up, like a father
carefully taught him: "If it is directly let them stay, they also do not dare to refute, but you
see I just said these words to them, no matter from any aspect, let them listen very

comfortable. This is what a superior should do, in the future you have to read and learn

more, as a superior, to appease the emotions of each and every one of your men. It's like
what you said to him at the Gathering, whether it's outsiders or your own people.
Especially for your own people, more patience! It is easy to convince a person, but to
make a person sincere and honest, it will take some effort ......"

Thousand sunset looked at his dad, as profound as ever, and admired at the

same time.



He followed Qian Xingchen to learn the power art for many years, also
learned a lot of things, but some times, the application still feels wrong. But every time

you follow the study, after being explained by a thousand stars, and feel a sudden

realization that you understand will, but when you perform, and always feel unable to do

it, which makes him very confused ......

The first time I looked at the back of a thousand stars, a thousand sunset

clenched his fist: "I will try to seriously in addition to practice martial arts, the power of
learning more perfect!"

Thousands of stars afterglow looking at the thousand sunset, a faint smile,
and then look to the East, the heart secretly said: I hope this trip, not to seek smooth

sailing everything is good, but also hope that there must not be an accident it, the
astrological door of that group of old antiques in the end saw what, why not a word to

any of them, hey, let the heart of the people strange bad feeling ......

A thousand rivers and a thousand sea from a thousand clan mountain gate
out, this is a primitive forest, surrounded by swamps, all kinds of exotic beasts, crisis,
miasma rampant.

The location is extremely special, so the general donkeys do not dare to

come in, after all, in addition to exotic beasts, there are many fierce predatory beasts,
they are in groups all around, any kind of placed outside, can threaten a group of donkeys,
not to mention the very perfect nature wildlife group, imagine how dangerous ... ...

Thousand River and Thousand Sea footsteps like flying, stepping on a huge

crocodile head flying out, the swamp inside the crocodile opened a huge bloody mouth,



as if in anger. Thousand Sea glared furiously and pulled out a sword from his arms, the
sword intent blossomed out with a strong light, directly piercing through this one enraged
crocodile.

Chapter 1620

Blood burst out, causing the air to be filled with the smell of blood, and the rest of the

crocodiles that were going to roar in anger, instantly all behaved themselves and floated

on the surface of the water, raising their heads high, allowing the two to step on and fly

across the swamp.

"A bunch of beasts, how dare they shout! After killing one, they're all
behaving themselves! You really don't know what we're capable of until you fight! Beasts
are beasts!" Qian Hai waved his longsword, the beast blood stuck on it was directly

thrown out, he then put the sword inside the scabbard before he said to Qian He slightly

raised his head.

Thousand River glanced behind him, said seriously to Thousand Sea:
"Senior brother, after going out, you must put away your temper! And that is, don't be too
proud! This stirs up relative trouble."

Thousand Sea grunted, not taking it to heart, but said contemptuously,
"Senior brother. We are from the Thousand Clans! Our status is more exalted than anyone

outside of the Thousand Clans, and we're going out to protect them! Not to be their slaves,
they deserve to respect us! And that is, senior brother, we are the spokesman of the

Thousand Clans, if you put your posture too low, will not it make the other? If you lower

your posture too much, won't it make other people? The people of the people look down

on? If you meet people from the Mountain Moving Sect and Yuehai Sect, and they see you,
won't you be laughed at?"



Thousands of river heard, quite helpless. His own brother, say he does not

understand the world, but always can pull out a big theory, but you have to say he really

understands them, but every time because of their words and actions ah and so offend

some people, cause additional trouble out ......

Looking at Qian He's helpless face, Qian Hai coldly snorted again: "Brother,
you, ah, is too cautious, we are a thousand clan people! Do you know what the Thousand

Clans represents? On behalf of the Martial Union! If you humbled yourself and rubbed

your nose in it, everyone will laugh if you tell them!"

Looking at the senior brother argued, and also began to lecture up, a
thousand river time head incomparable, just pretend to concede the general lowered his

head, change the subject: "Senior brother, we will not talk about this issue, out of the clan,
we first go to the Baba Blade door to take a look. Let's see how the problem happened on

the grounds."

"Huh!" Thousand sea instantly eyes lit up, senior brother has a point, ah,
when he was arranged out, he really did not know how to protect so many clans, but by
senior brother said, instantly found the way.

"Brother, you have a good method! If the other party is greedy for the

treasures of the Hegemony Blade Sect, we can go up there and just capture the other two,
so that if we come, we can come back for the clan's big event, killing many birds with one

stone!" Thousand Sea said excitedly.

Thousand River listened to a daze, slowly moved his gaze to look at

Thousand Sea, eyes flashing at him, his heart secretly surprised, when, his own senior

brother can also use his brain, he also felt that this proposal is good.



"Senior brother, I have to say, you in the mind is a lot brighter. How come

I didn't think of it here! Go, let's go ahead! We are a thousand sects of heritage, that Lin
Hao and Jun Wu Ren are just wild hair, which is not as powerful as us! If they don't listen
to us, let's fight with them and make them submit, then we'll come back!" Thousand River
said seriously while accelerating.

Qianhai pinched his sword, cold killing intent revealed, and said icily to

Qianhe: "Senior brother. You are too merciful, how can those who do great things be so

merciful! If they don't stop talking, they'll just be ruined! I don't want to delay too much

on them, I don't want to come out before, because it takes too long to do this thing, who
knows where they will be, if they are found directly, if they obey, we will scrap their arm,
if not, they will all be scrapped! Dragon Gate rules are not to kill, but people who practice
martial arts, injury is a common occurrence ......"
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